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 collective by girls, young women, trans and gender non conforming youth

Resilience Zine
Due to the recent COVID-19 pandemic another crisis takes part of the
systemic oppression and violence, where girls, young women, trans and
non binary youth are an example of collective resilience. 

Through a network facilitated by the Global Resilience Fund, we’ve
shared experiences, knowledges, feelings, insights and caring skills, with
the intention for these tools to be a contribution to individual and
collective resilience.

Participants:
 

Young women commission / 
Asociación Movimiento de Jóvenes de Ometepe, Nicaragua

 
Mano Amiga de la Costa Chica A.C., México

 
Las Comadres, Ecuador

 
Abril Violeta, Panelist at the Global Resilence Fund, México

Read the zine and materials at //drive.google.com/drive/folders/1ICW7_9sG61PCkiUm80AzqqMZoi0ZfOFQ?usp=sharing



north to south

east to west

-

shoulder to shoulder

-

other worlds

are possible

Abril Violeta



www.facebook.com/amojo.ometepe/videos/1880634505409575
To know more about AMOJO visit: 

 
The voices of young girls also matter in the middle of a crisis, difficulties and adversities. 

 











Listen to the song recorded at the 
‘feminists shaking up the world’ meeting. 

file: Ruth y Nina Canci¢n
 inside the Zine Resiliencia folder.

 







Look for the video named: 



Water and Flowers

sharing knowledge
 

Infusion for the breathing system,
expectorant and allergies.

Maximum three cups a day. 
 - Preparation: Grab a
cooking pot and boil two
cups of water. Add a
spoonful of Saint John’s
Wort. Let it stir for 5
minutes. If you wish, you
can drain the water from
the wort.-

Maximum three cups a day.
 - Preparation: Grab a
cooking pot and add 5
grams of mullein flower
per cup of water. Let it
boil and stir for 10
minutes. If you wish, you
can drain the water from
the flower.-

Saint John’s Wort
Infusion for insomnia, anxiety 
and stress related symptoms.

Mullein flowers 

Abril Violeta
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